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An Algorithm on Addition Chains with
Restricted Memory

M.J. Coster

.Tnne 1, 1993

Abstract

This papc~r considers acldition chains, addition seyuences and vector addition
cliairr,, inl.ruduciu~; ~c uc,w ruutil.r:riut nanu~ly rc~stricted iuccnory whicl~ is icu-
portant in all o( the applications on computers. We consider an algorithm for cal-
culating addition chains, a,ddition seyuences and vector addition chains -namely a
Generalized Continued Fraction Algorithm- which uses just a restricted number of
memory locations on the computer. The average length of addition chains~sequences
constructed by this algorithm will be calculated using a number theoretical tools
(írom Ergodic Theory aud Special Function Theor,y). Finally, this algorithm will
be compared to sonu~ oth~r kuown a.lgorithws.
Keywords 8c Phrases: Aclclition ('ha.in, Addition Seyuence, Vector Addition
Chaiu, Algorithm, Fast Exponeutiation, RSA, Space- and Time- Complexity, Er-
godic Theory.
1985 AMS Mathematics Subject Classification: 65V05, 68M20; Computing
Reviews code: F'll: Number theoretic computation; G4: Algorithm analysis and
efficiency.

1 Introduction

Much research has beeu coucerned with speediug up RSA calc.ulations, with the aim of
incre~c.tiing t.he speed of nmltililic'.~t.ic,nti. Mure 1'ecCnt,ly, further impruvenients have been
achieved by aiililying su-c'a.llecl aelclil,iun ch~iius. In ItSA aplilicat,ions, an exponeutiation
is done hy wnie niodular nwltiplications using addition chains. hor c~ach element in tlic:
addition chain, a multiplication is done. Hence RSA becomes faster if the addition chain
is shorter.

For instauce, new R.SA-applicatious ( cf. (21] and [15]) can take advantage of a gener-
alization calle.d vector addition c.haius. Use of these shorter additiou chains significantly
speeds up the R.SA application. Olivos gave in [27] a description of how such vector
addition chains can be constrnctecL This construction was itnplemented by Bos in [8].
Additiou chains also have applications iu exponentiations of discrete log-based systems
[19], exponentiations in GF(2") ( cf. [1]) aud factoriug algorithms (cf. [25, 39]). In fact,
addition chains and addition sequeuces can be used for any abelian group with large sizes.
This paper will often use X, .~"`, Y. Z, as if we were doing an RSA-calculation. The
rcadrr n~ay siihtititute an a.dclition ur anothcr gronp opc~ration.

I
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Many algorithms ou additiou chains anci acidition sequences are known: the Binary
Algorithm, the Wiudow Algorit.hm (cf. ['l3]), the Generalized Window Algorithm (cf. [40,
a:3]), the (;ontinu~~~l I~r.u~l,iun Al~;uriLlini (cL [4, 3]), the Genaralized Continued Fraction
Algorith~n (c(. [S]) ancl th~~ Batch-f~.SA Algorithm (cf. [21]). For a good overview, see [16].
But in applications on the computer, not all these algorithms are equal. It is clear that
the length of the chaina aud seyueuces constructed by those algorithms is important (time
complexity). But also the number of inemory location used by the computer when the
algorithms are applied is important (space complexity). For example, the Generalized
Window Algorithm is rather fast, but it uses a large number of inemory locations (cf.
[16]). We are interested in algorithms which are both fast and use otily a small number of
memory locations. The Generalized Continued Fraction Algorithm is such an algorithm.
It is based on the Multi-Continued Fraction Algorithm of Brwi, (cf. [10, 12, :30]). Thus
we will call it the Brun Algorithm. The two-dimensional case was described in [4]. This
paper will show that the Brun Algoritlnn uses a s~nall number of inemory locations, and
we will predict the time complexity, insofar as that is possible.

This paper consists of i sections. Section `l defines the notation used in this paper and
Section 3 gives a brief review of the literature, explains the space complexity, defines the
average number of steps and ex(ilains the Brun Algorithm.

Section 4 provides a proof that the uumber of inemory locations used by the Brun-
algorithm is equal to the width of the sequence (or vector addítion chain). From there the
average number of steps can be calculated. This is far from trivial. We need deep Ergodic
Theory, partly known theory, partly new theory. Comparable theory was used in order
to calculate the nutnber of steps in Euclid's Algorithm. We find an expression in terms
of ~a-dimensioual integrals, which can be solved for small dimeusions. Llnfortunately,
since in this paper we were unable to calculate these integrals, we conjecture that the
average lengths of chaiuti aud sequeuces, constructed by the Brun Algorithm, are of the
order O(n log(max(a~, ..., a„))~ log(n)), where a~, ..., a„ are the numbers for which an
addition sequencewector addition chain has to be found.

The last sectiou discusses the results, mentioning some open problems and suggesting
topics for further research.

Results that are relatcd to vector addition chains will be omitted. In fact, all results
proved in this paper hold also for vector addítiou chains. For a good survey on vector
addition chains [8, 16, 2:3, 27].

2 Definitions and notation.
The following notation will be us~~il:

a a vc~ctor

~:r~ largest integer which does not exceed x

v(n) the number of ones that occur in the Uinary representation of ta

log2 n 'l-based logarithm

,~(n) Llog2 ii~
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In rz logP ra

~c„ root of the equation x" - x"-' - 1 - 0, with ~n 7 1

E„ tlnit cube in r). dimensions -{x ~0 G~; G 1 for 1 G i G ra}

E,,,~, -{x ~O G r; G R for 1 G i G ra}

On,k En,k `En,k}l

M(L) Number of nlemory locations used by Algorithm L

T(al, ..., an) an integral map related to the Brun-algorithm, see Section 4.1

t(:cl, ... ,:a„) a real map on E„ related to the Brun-algorithm, see Section 4.1

Xn

r,~

1
(If~l)...(lf:rlf...~x„)

~ ~E~ ~ ~n(X) dX

- ff f lu(max(il, . .., x„)) ' ~„(x) dx
e„

Zn~k ~ ~ ~
~n(X) dX

E,,,~:

An addition chaira for a positive iuteger a is the set of positive integers {bo, ..., bl} with
the following properties:

(i ) bo - 1,

(ii ) for all I G k G! there exist i, j such that bk - b; ~- b~, for 0 G i, j G k,

( iii ) b~ - a.

We call the index 1 the length of the adciition chain. We denote an addition chain by
L(a) and its length by I(a).

An additiou sequenre for a set of positive integers {al, ..., a„} is a set of positive
integers {bo, ... , bl} with the following properties:

(i ) bo - 1,

(ii ) for all 1 G k G l there exist i, j such that bk - b; f b„ for 0 C i, j G k;

(iii ) for 1 G r)a G rz: a,,, E{ (~, ..., bl }.

We call rz the width of the addition sequence and l the length. It will be assumeed in
the rest of the text that an addition sequence will be constructed for al, ..., an. The set
{60, . .., bi } will be denoted by L(al, ..., a,~). An addition chain is an addition sequence
of widtll 1.

We use also the following definitions and functions:

L~1`1(al, ..., a,y) all addltloll Fe.(~Ul'i1Cl' COIIti6111111g al, ... , a,y llSlllg Ollly k I11CII701'y lOCat1o11R

(~r ~ ra~

!(al,...,a„) le~ngth uf au adclil,iun sequence cuutaining a1,...,a„
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Íl(al,...,a,i) llal,-..,(l,ti),1~g2 a,i

p(a,~t) av~~rage valuc of p(al,...,a„) such that a(a„) - a. We abbreviate this
uotation to p

Ll (a) the addition chain for a constructed by the binary algorithm

L„(al,...,a„) the addition sequence containing al,...,a„ constructed by the Brun-
algorithnl (cf. [16, 8])

l„(al, ..., a„) length of the addition sequence containing al, ..., a,,, constructed by the
Brun-algorithm

P,i(al,...,a,i) l,t(al,...,an),1~g2 a,i

p,~ average value of p„(al,.. ,a„)

3 A brief review of the literature
Much is known about bouuds for addition chains. For instance, it is knowu that

Iog2 a~- logz v(a) - 2.13 G 1(a). (1)

This bound is from [29]. [n [9] Brauc:r gives an upper bound of

1(a) G log2 a~- logz a~ 1og21og2 a-~ o(log a~ log log a). (2)

This bound is theoretical. In practise we can't get this bound for larger numbers. The
k-window-method (k-ary-method) described in [23] gives a worse upper bound:

l(a) G logl a~ Á logl a~- 2~-r - k- l, (:3)

which is optimal if k2 -'l~ ~ l- logl a~lu l. Less is known about additiou sequences and
vector additiou chains. Straus gives iu [33] au upper bound for vector addition chains:

1(al, .. ., a„) G logZ a„ ~ k log~ a„ ~
2„k

- 11 - I, (4)

which is optimal if kz -'l"A .~ logZ a„~(n - ln 2). In [40], Yao gives an upper bound for
addition sequcnces:

1(al, ..., a„) G logi a,i f k log2 an ~- n- 2k - k- 1, (5)

which is optitnal if k2 -'lA' ti logz a„~ln `l. Here a„ is the largest number in the sequence.

3.1 Space complexity

In the practice of RSA it is possible to calculate X~ by X, X2, X4, X5, Xlo, Xll, X~2,

X23 or by X, XZ, X4, X8, X76, Xl~, X79, X23; the length of the chains in both cases are
equal (7). The difference is that in the second case, :3 memory locations are. needed for
storing X, X~, and X4, in order to calculate Xl~, X19, and X23 respe.ctively, while in the
first case only X has to be stored for later use. Therefore we introduce a new constraint,
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namely addition chainti ancl seclncncc~ti wil,h a restricted uumber of inemory locations. The
cleíinitiou of the~ numhe~r uf inenwry locatious seems tu be arbitrary, but it corresponds to
the practical situation (sec []fi, t3]).

Definition. Let L(a) -{ao, at, ..., a~}, where ao - 1, ai - n be an addition chain for a.
We define by nt; the nutnber of inemory locations which are in use after the calculation
of X"~. More precisely: nt; -~{a~, 0 G j C i ~ 3ak, i-F- 1 G!c G l, with ak - aA-~ -}- a~ and
k- j 1 I}. (ln t,his clc,tiiiit.iun wc~ astiiinu~ st,ar-stc~p chains, Init, thc~ dcfinition can casily
I,c l;c~nc~ralirc~cl.) Wc~ clc~linc~ Al(l,) - inax ccc; thc tutal nuinl~c,r uf nu~nwry IucaLious uscxl
for constructing L(a). '1'6e deliuitious for the memory restrictions on additiou sequences
and vector addition chains are comparable.

Example. L(`l3) - 1, 2, 3, i, 10,'l0, 2:3. Now a1 -:3 and ntz - 2, since X2 is stored for
f.alclllatlllg XS and X1 is stotv,cl fur calculating X23.

Wc. define I,y l,t"l(a) an aelclitiuu chaiu whicli usFS at most n memory locations. The
biuary algorithm cau be cxecuted as an L~tl algorithm, (namely by storing X and multi-
plying by X for each bit "1" in the binary representation of a. Nevertheless there exists
a faster L(1) algorithm than the biuary algorithm (cf. [16]).

Less is kuown abont Lt"l algorithms for n) 1. The Generalized Window Algorithm
of Yao is an Lt"l1A-tll algorithm, here is tt the width and k the size of the windows. The
algorithm of Straus is au L~2`"-tl algorithm. Both algorithms are therefore of no use in
the RSA practice for larger tt.

3.2 Brun's algorithm

This algorithm is a generalizatiou of the continued fraction algorithm described in [4].
In that paper only sequeuces of width 'l were obtained. The Brmi Algorithm is its
generalization. We distinguish two algorithms. The first algorithtn is an addition se-
queuce algorithm. The secuncl algorithm is the vector adcíition chain algorithm, which
was c,onsidered in [8]. `l'he description of this algorithm will not be given in this pa-
per. The, basis for both algorithtns is Brun's mtilti continued fraction algorithm. Sup-

pose that al G.-- G a,,. Let r-
L

a" I. Let T. 7L" -~ 7Ltt be a map with- - a„- t J
I'(ale...,4u) -(a~,...~(CiiGiai}li... a,i-~), Wl1E'1'C') - a,~ - r(t,~-~ aOd a; G G G a;~t.

Suppose that the additiou sequence for T(at, .. ., a„) is known. The addition sequence
for at, ... , n„ can then Ue constructeci by adding to L„(T(at, ..., a„)) the elements r;ai-1
for 1 G i G 1 and a,,, where Lt (r) -{ro, rt ,--., r~ } is the binary addition chain for r.

This algorithiu is an Lt"1 algorithm. Hence, using the Brun Algorithm we ueed only n
tnemory locations. This will be provecí in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 The Brutt Algorithm, jor width n is an Ltttl algorithm.

Proof. This will be proved by iuduction to n and a - max{at, . .., a„}. For n- 1 we
consider the binary algorithm, which ueeds only 1 mentory location. Suppose we proved
the theorem up to n- 1 and for rt-tuples with a„ G a. Now we cousider L„(at, ... , a„),
with a„ - a. Hence we proved that we can construct L„(T(at, ..., a„)) with at most n
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memory locations. We may assiunP that after constructing L11(T(al, ..., a„)) the memory
locations are~ filli~cl by X`~, whi~n~ ~~ ruus through the elenlents oí T(a~, ..., a„). Since
the binary algorithm ís an L(1) algorithrn, we can construct Xa~-', Xj"~-', --- ,.X'a~-'
without any extra meiuory location. Then we calculate X6. X"`n-' , where b - a„ - ran-1
and place the result in the memory location where X6 was stored. ~

In case of the Brun Algorithm for vector addition chains of width n, it can be proved
that this is an LE"1 algorithm too. For examination of the proof, see [16]. For a detailed
description of the algorithm, see [8].

4 Average value of the Brun algorithm

Suppose that the computer needs t operations on average for a multiplication Y- Z or
Y2. (This paper makes uo distiuction between multiplying different multiplicands and
squaring; there are differences, however, if we consider, eg., GF(2") (cf. [1]).) The
number of operations iu order to calculate L(al, ..., a„) is t- 1(al, ..., a„). We introduce
the number p(al, ..., a„) - l(a~, .. , a„)~ logz a,,. Now the uumber of operations can be
expressed in terms of log2 a,~. If p(u~, . .., a„) were independent of the choice of al, ..., a,,,
then we could easily calc~alate the number of operations. lJnfortunately this is not the
case. However we cau approximate. p(al, ..., a„) by p(c~, n). We define p(a, n) by

P(cx ~a) - 1 ~n(al ~ . . . , a~~) (6)

~ ~ (n~~ ~) logz an '

where the sum is takeu over all ~a-tuples (al, ..., a„) with ~(a„) - a aud E is the number
of those n-tuples (al, .. ., a„). WP call p(cr, n) the average value of sequences~chains of
width n. We will abbreviate this notatiou to p. Notice that for Algorithm L1 we have
p(a, 1) - 2. We will now study a.pproximatious of the form

1(a~,...,an) ..."-. PIog2 an

in the case of the Brun Algorithm. Iu the case of tlle Brun Algorithm, we will denote the
average value of p by p,i, where the index n indicates the width.

Theorem 4.1 Let X,,, Y,~, and Z,,,k 6e thc í~ategrals, which were de,h,ned i~a .Sectio~a 2.
, ~~„ 1,~-i ,~-l,kThcn pn --, Tulacr~~ T„ - a~ad on - 1 f~ -(ll(k) - 11(k - 1)).

T,i Ill ~- X,1-1 k-1 Xn-1

Without proof, the following corollary will be given in this paper. The proof of (i ) can
be found in [16], while the proof of (ii ) is still uupublished. In fact, the proofs consist of
a numerical evaluation of Theorem 4.1. It can be verified that these results correspond
very well with thP results in Table II of the Appendix.

Corollary 4.2 We iaaoc
(a ) Ps - 1,60t30967...,

(ii ) p1 - I,77Ei2ih07....
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The followiug conjecture indicates the behavior of p,a.

Conjecture 4.3 p„ - O f cuhcir lc„ is lhc root oJ thc e.qtlataott r" - xn-1 - 1,
log2 lt„

with !t„ 1 1.

We were unable to find a proof for this conjecture. We used two approaches. One
Y„-,

approach was trying to fiud an upperbound for , the other approach is sketched in
Xn-1

the motivation of this coujecture. A consequence of this conjecture is

Conjecture 4.4 p„ - O tl
( Iog2 ta

4.1 Ergodic theoretical background

Before proving Theorem 4.1 and sketching Conjecture 4.3, we will give a brief overview of
results from Ergodic Theory which will be used. Let E„ be the ia-dimensional unit-cube.
We consider on E the map t: E ~ E defined by t(x x) t 1 1 ~n n n le..., n- (T. - li, , y,,..., y., ,

if max(xl,...,x„) - x,. (A11 coordinates except of the largest one is divided by the
largest coordinate, while the largest coordinate is replaced by a function of it.) Notice
that xl, .-., x„ are not nec.essarily ordered. This map t is due to Brun. In fact we consider
the so callecl Tratasposed Bru~a Algorithm, while Brun's map is slightly different. For a
good survey, see [35].

Ergodic Theory is interested in the behavior of xl, . .., x„ after several steps. Questions

like "how oftc~n is L ~ J - I'?" "how lalgc is max(s,, ..., x„ ) in averagE'?n and "how often
z;

is 1-~1~ smaller than the other coordinates'?" can be answered using this theory.
x; Lx;
Let J: E„ -ti 1R be au integrable function. Suppose we want to know the average value

m-t

1~ J(tk(xt ,:c,a)), if nL tends to infinity. Then Ergodic Theory tells us that,,,
k-0

m-1

hm ~ ~ J (tA(x)) -
X,a ~ ~En J

l (x) ~ ~nlx) dx, (7~m-,oo ,ra
k-0

where x-(xl, ...,:r„) and X„ -,J f 1 ~„(x) dx as defined lri Sectl011 '2. Here
E„

Í
~„(x) - is called the invariant naeasutr. For the case

(1 fxt)-..(1 fxl f...-}.:L„)
tl - 1, this can be fouud in [6]. The case iu which n 1 1 is rather new. Schweiger found
iu [30] auother invariaut measure. He uses another map t and instead of the unit cube
E,,, he uses the area B,,, which is defiued by B„ -{x~ 0 C xt C... C x,a C 1}. (1n
fact he folded the unit cube E„ ta! times and got B„). His invariant measure seems to be
different, but the two invariant measures are in fact identical ( [32]).
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4.2 Proofs

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Ow~ proof can be compared with the calculation of the average
number of steps in Luclid's Algorithnt ( cf. [23]). Iu fact, usiug this proof one can gen-
eralize the result to an algorithm for calctilating gcd(al, ..., a„) using Brun's Algorithm.
Unfortunately this yields worse results than gcd(gcd(al, a~), a3), etc.

Let (a~, ..., a„) be an arbitrary n-tuple ( hence not necessarily ordered). Let uk -
max(Tk(al, .. ., a„)). Then p„(at, ..., an) - 1„(at, ... , a„)~ log2 uo. First we consider
the denominator. Notice that uo - u-o . ut ..... um-I, (we assume that u,,, - 1). And

ut uz um
1 n`-t u

therefore we have that log2 (uo) - ~ ln k Now we consider the numerator.
ln 2 k-o uktt

u
1 (a a ) - 1 (T(a a )) ~ 1 (r) ], where r - ~~o~. Therefore 1„(al,...,a„) -n t,..., ,~ -,a t,..., ,~ t f -
„~-t ( I
~(lt I~t`uk

J~
f 1). Instead of the map T(at, ..., a„) we will consider t~a-1, ..., an~,

k-u ` Il}t `a; a;
in wliich I,hc~ r I,h c~uunlina.tc~ is n,inovi~cl (lu~nc~~ wc c~onsidcr :~ map un E„-I). Lr~t vk -

k ai a,r ~ekfl
nlax(t - , . . . , -~ ). '1'heu wc~ llavc~ uk - . Now p„(al, . . . , cb,r) can be e.xpressed as

a; a; uk
i~` ,r~-t 1 t
na Uk-O ( 1 vk } 1)

óp„(at,...,a,~) - ~ - ( )
ín. 1112 ~k0 ln(vk)

In order to consider p„ we may assutne that m tends to infinity. Notice that both the
numerator and denotninator of Formula 8 are finite. A small step is made from rational
numbers vk to real nwnbers. This is allowed, ( see (6]). ( For a more precise approach, see
[23]). We apply I:rgodic `I'hcYlry uu the uwuerator and denoluiuator as was described in
the previous section. It will be shown that

liln ' 1 „,r~(,Cl,'kJ)~1~ - ~rntin~ nt
k-0

ailcl

-1 ,r~-t
11111 ~ lll(llk) - T11.

„~ya, tra - ln 2 k-o

The calculation for the denominator is easy. We have

-1 „j-t
T„ - llm ~ ln(vk)

„~-,~ na - ln 2 k-o
-1 l r r Jln(max(xi,...,:c„))' cY„-~(x)dx
In 2 .~„-t J JF,.-~

- l n 2- X„- I
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For the utunerator we have

a,~ ,,.-1„~~.x ,~~liln ~ ~(~t C~2'AJ) } 1)~-o
l ~~ ~

(!'1(InaX(xl,... ix,i)) } 1) ~ ~n-1(X)dX
i1n- I Is.~ - i

1 -f- 1 ~J J J ~1(~) ~ ~„-1(X)dX
.~r~-1 k-1 ~.~-r~k

iw1
1 -f- ~lt(~)' (7~~-t,~ - Zr~-t,kft).

.~„-~ A-i

'1'his proves The~c,reln 4.1. p

Motivation of Conjecture 4.3. l,et at G a2 C~-. C a„ and T(at, ..., a„) -
(al, --., a;, b, a;~ 1, -.., a„) where b- a„- ra„-t and r-~a~J . It is simple to prove that
lim a„ - 1. This can be verified iu Table I of the Appendix. It corresponds to the fact
,~~~
that if n teuds to infinity then t~ teuds to 1.

In order to approximate the hehavior of r„ if n tends to infiuity, we have to approximate
max{nl,...,a„}

Suppose b- r:,, - xi-1 G at and
rnax{T(at,...,a„)}~

a,~ c~,~-t a]
u.,~.-i - ai-2 - ... -

b

Deuote {e,r - "'~. '1'heu
conditions we have

(9)

- ~i;; . b. lli~ui~c G - a„ - a„-t - ( ~i;, - ~i;,-1)L. lluder these.u~;

t)l(la'{a~,...,a„} log~,n an ln2

nri N 1nax{T((!],...,a,i)} N IOgZ a,a - ln~.d,ir
(10)

using Fortnula 6. The main open questiou is how much do al, ..., a„ differ frocn the
situation sketched in 9 and what are the cousequences?

Motivation of Conjecture 4.4. An approxitnation of the largest root of x" - xi-1 - 1

is~a..; lfln,`,since(1-l-ln")".tie,~ln(tfln.,l,Nelnn-nand(1~-lnn)ri-',tin-1.

5 Remarks, conclusions and open problems

The tables. Appeudix A prt~sruts twu Lables. Table I shows some numerical approx-

intations of the integrals X,,, Y„ and Z,,,j. Notice that p„ ~
r ~ ln 2 n y„-1'

Table
,~ ( ) '

II contains the results of 100 experitnents for each width. Each experiment started by
clloosing randolnly n 51'2-bit tlutnbers. First we applied 2n steps of the Brun Algorithm
without paying atteution to the results. Then we considered 100 steps of which the results
have been tabulated.
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Then~ are ntany miilt,i-cunt,inuc~cl fractiun algurithms (cL [10]). Another algorithm,
which is related to the .lacobi-Perrou Algorithm, can be defined on E„ by

(y rt ~„1 1 I 1 I
t(2~, . . . , an ) - I , , . . . , - J , where y - - - I - J and x; - max (l~, . . . , 2,i).

`.Li :1'i 'T.~ 2~ L xi

This algorithm was consiclered by Veugen in [37]. He found worse results compared to the
results of the Bnu~ Algorithm. Besides this experimental fact, there is another problem.
Even though it has beeu proved that Ergodic Theory can be applied on this algorithm,
the iuvariant measure is still unknowu (cf. [30]).

Some open problems. Let l,~P~~(a) denote a smallest addition chain for a, and let

~OPT(ct) be its Iength. Le~t ~,toF.-r(ca) - M(Gc,NT(a)). Let d,~ be the smallest uumber such
that 1npPT(lj„) - ia. Which are the numbers d„'? We fouud d, - 1 and d2 - 15. A
comparable problem can be posed for acldition sequences and vector addition chains.

Let G(a~, ..., n„) be a miuimal additiou sequence which needs k memory locations.
How mauy men,ory lucatiuus are needed for the corresponding minintal vector addition
chaitt? (In [Z:3, 'l7, ii] uue can read how vector addition chains are related tu additiun
sequences. )

We are interested in a precise evaluation of the integrals X,,, Y„ and Z,,,k for n~ 2.
We were able to express X2i YZ aucl Zz,k in terms of the poly-logarithtn by applying [26].

Especiall,y iuteresting is a precis~ eva.luation of Y"-t , suice this fraction approximates p,,.
X,~-t
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A Some Tables.
Table I Numerical approxiination of X,,, Y„ ancl Zn,2.
1L Xn-~ Yi-1 Tn - Xn-l,hl~2~ ~ Y~-1 Zn-1,2 Zn-1,2,Xn-1

2 0.693147 0.8225 0.5841 0.4055 0.5850
3 0.:374053 0.2504 1.0:35 0.1394 0.3726
4 0.166879 0.082 1.41 0.0418 0.`1505
5 0.063856 0.025 1.75 0.0112 0.1748
6 0.021484 0.007 2.1 0.0027 0.1254

Table II Approximations of pn by experiments.
R Un - 1 1,Tn (~n r„ lo Pn1og2~~n~

2 1.7977 1.739fi 1.6083 0.~i747 1.4404 ].1166
3 0.7247 0.9694 1.7ï91 I.U:315 1.8134 0.9811
4 0.:391:3 0.7079 1.9(i~i4 1.4126 2.1 ~i07 0.91:38
~i 11.2~1711 O.~i7'l7 2.177~~ 1.7~(iL 'l.~l(i~ill U.2i8:37

6 0.1596 0.4847 'L.:39Z:3 2.0631 2.7625 0.8660
7 0.1124 0.4286 2.59~i4 2.3:331 3.047'l 0.8517
8 0.07:30 0.3808 2.8175 2.6Z59 3.321 ~i 0.8483
9 0.055~) 0.342i:3 :3.(1:30'? 2.h7(1!) :3.~iti73 0.2i447

10 0.04(iL 0.32`lh :3.'L41~1 :3.0983 :3.2i4~i9 0.8393
11 0.0332 0.300~1 3.439~i 3.:3'L90 4.098:3 0.8420
ll 0.0'l~i"r 0.280:3 3.(ifi~(i :3.~i670 4.34~i1 0.838ti
13 0.0'l06 0.26~i2 3.8477 3.7701 4.5872 0.8347
14 0.0161 0.252:3 4.0`l71 :3.9G:3:3 4.8249 0.8399
15 0.0124 0.2:38:3 4.`14ti8 4.1 S)(i8 5.058G 0.8432
16 0.0097 0.'L2fi4 4.4 ~iJ4 4.4 I fi5 5.2889 0.8404
17 0.0075 0.`L17:3 4.6:3~i6 4.6011 5.5158 0.8438
18 0.0044 0.20ï4 4.8433 4.8'2'21 5.7398 0.849`l
19 0.0059 0.1987 5.0618 5.0:321 5.9610 0.847~i
2(1 0.0037 (1. I 9 I(i ~i.2:37~ ~i.'l I 8 I G.179Fi 0.8~14:3
21 0.0031 0.18~)7 5.400:3 5.:38:36 6.:3959 0.850:3
'?2 0.002'? 0.178:3 S.fiLO(i ~i.fi084 6.6098 0.8`'i28
2:3 0.001 Ï 0.17'~'L ~).817!) ~i.~i0ti 1 (i.H'L 17 0.85:35
24 0.0(1 I fi 11.1 Ei(i!1 (i.Ull I ~~ ~i.!)!) I!) 7.11:3 I(i 0.8~i I(i
'l5 O.OOOa 0.161:3 6. l G~ill (i.1(i00 7.2:397 0.8484
:30 0.0005 0.1418 7.054:3 7.0508 8.0550 0.8585
40 0.0002 0.11:34 8.8177 8.8159 10.1877 0.86~i5
!'i0 0.00O0 OA9~il IO.~i200 I(1.~i200 1'2.0'l48 0.8749

I~'ur Llie explaoatiuu uf Ll~e i~xperimeuts, see Ser.tion 5.
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